About the

Client
Our client is India’s first Tier 4 certified data center providing a penalty backed
SLA of 99.995% uptime. Silicon India has acknowledged the client as one of the
Top 25 Cloud Computing companies in India based on economy,usability and
flexibility. It is the Cloud Providers in India offers Private Cloud on Demand, Cloud
hosting and cloud servers hosting solutions.
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Technology Partner - Nagios
Technologies Implemented by Taashee
Nagios XI is a product from Nagios, which
provides network, server, and application
monitoring in one easy to configure package
along with advanced alerting and reporting.

Graphical
Resource Utilization
Problems Faced :-

Solutions Offered :-

The client wanted a tool which
can provide graphical resource
utilization with time flexibility on
(weekly or monthly basis). Also,
they were in need of top 10
alerts in graphical mode.

The client installed Nagios Core
already & was looking for an
upgrade. We installed Nagios XI.
It provides graphical resource
utilization updates on weekly or
monthly basis with top 10 alerts.

Goals Achieved :We have reached client's
expectations
by
providing
graphical resource utilization as
per their requirement. The client
is now able to manage network
effectively with top 10 alerts.
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Results Obtained :∠
∠
∠
∠
∠
∠

Graphical resourceutilization.
Weekly or monthly reports.
Top 10 alerts in graphs.
Nagios XI advanced features.
Monitor with updated web UI.
Central view of IT ops n/w.
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Problems Faced :The client was unable to obtain immediate
alerts with respect to their networks. It was
getting difficult for the client to find a solution
to set regular alerts with 1-minute time period
maintained.

Solutions Offered :We have customized our Hawkeye app from
Nagios XI in such a way that regular alerts are
received by the client with 1-minute time
periods maintained without fail.

Results Obtained :∠
∠
∠
∠
∠
∠

Time alerts with 1-min gaps.
Syncs remote host & server.
Time checks using TCP / UDP.
Checks NTP status at server.
Offers limitless scalability.
Best GUIs for customization.

Incident
Manager for Ticketing

Instant
Hawkeye Alerts

Goals Achieved :We have provided solutions for all the issues
faced by the client. It is possible now for the
client to receive alerts in 1-minute time periods
in order to ensure effective monitoring.

Problems Faced :The client was unable to find a ticketing tool
for Nagios alerts to be escalated from one
level to another level. Also, the fake alerts
sent by the existing tool was posing huge
problems.

Solutions Offered :We have installed Nagios Incident Manager
into the client's app with Nagios XI. The
web-based interface has helped the client to
take control of the incoming tickets for
different users.
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Results Obtained :∠
∠
∠
∠
∠
∠

100% control on tickets.
Track & solve problems faster.
Access incident history easily.
Third-party API integration.
Sort & organize incidents.
Faster incident response time.

Problems Faced :The client wanted to monitor 4000 devices
including Linux servers, Windows servers,
switches, firewalls, routers, load balancers &
other devices from a single tool.

Goals Achieved :We have successfully resolved the problem
of incident management. We installed Nagios
Incident Manager to generate & manage
tickets to resolve incidents in time.

Solutions Offered :We have custom set Nagios XI as per client
requirements in time. This has helped us to
achieve the goal of monitoring 4000 devices including Linux & Windows servers from
a single tool.

Results Obtained :∠
∠
∠
∠
∠
∠

Scalable monitoring easily.
100% overview of devices.
View & resolve n/w issues.
Infrastructure management.
Multiple user account mgmt.
High degree of monitoring.

Multiple
Device Monitoring

Goals Achieved :We achieved the goal of monitoring 4000
devices with a single tool in a constant
manner resulting in increased efficiency and
operational consistency for the client.
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Taashee Linux Services maintains a strong
team of developers and engineers who
are capable of resolving client issues by
providing the best resolutions reflecting
the
latest
industry
technologies.

Our Unique Features
At Taashee Linux Services, we understand the requirements of our clients and always strive
to meet their expectations in the best of our capacities. Given below are some of the
features that differentiates us from our competitors.

∠

Global implementation practices laced
with robust technologies and industry
accepted standards.
∠
Innovative
client
trusted
methodologies reflecting the need of the
hour with clear focus upon future
requirements.

∠

Strategic partnerships with industry
leading open source technology service
providers.
∠
Instant resolutions provided to the
client
issues
aimed
at
enhancing
productivity and improving efficiency.

Taashee Linux Services plays a proactive role in assisting clients with the analysis of their
current requirements.
Our dedicated Sales Team is capable of supporting you in undergoing the Digital
Transformation that is quintessential for your growth.
Taashee Linux Services is a customer centric Open Source Software (OSS) company
offering a one-stop solution for the diverse requirements of clients. Our dedicated team of
certified engineers and passionate developers handle various projects related to
implementation or development of open source technologies.
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